
HOW TO WRITE A TRAINING MONTAGE

The best example I had with training came from the Inheritance Cycle, where and I wasn't bored with a chapter that is
nothing more than a training montage.

So my suggestion and this is from a non pro, just to be clear is to consider whether or not your practice scenes
contribute something important to the plot, character, and world building that can't come from another scene,
and whether they move the story forward in some way. If your post has been removed and you do not know
why or you have any other questions about these guidelines, please contact the moderators. Where are places
she could fail? The first or second Keladry Protector of the Small book also has a great training montage if I
remember right. Look at your plot and see what situations could be made worse if the protagonist messes up
while trying to learn. From Fiction University: Enabling third party cookies on your browser could help if you
have trouble leaving a comment. She devours the rest of the cow in one bite, smiling as she does. Not martial
arts or fighting, though. Had the scene continued in the same location after Vivian tried on the outfits, the
END MONTAGE heading would have been utilized and the scene description and dialogue could have gone
on from there as usual. Here's more on creating inner conflicts that make sense Don't forget to also give her
moments where she does master the power, as you'll want to show her getting it right so her use of it later
becomes believable. Vague or de minimis posts are likely to be removed at moderator discussion. Mix those
small victories in with other plot issues throughout the story, so maybe there's a win in one aspect, but
something else goes wrong in another to keep the story moving. As you may notice, the formatting changes.
Or it is used to communicate multiple reactions or experiences of multiple characters in multiple locations at
the same time. Within the same script, the writer offers a more extensive, but still simple, montage. Free
download! Politics: All posts and comments which touch on political and cultural issues will be met with
heightened scrutiny. Montage in multiple locations If the montage takes place in multiple locations, you can
handle it a few ways. To show her mastering the water moving spell she was struggling with in the practice
room when she needed to use it to pull water from character 2s lungs character development and plot
advancement both. Revealing some things about the character's personality character development. Does the
power cause trouble with something she believes in? She's likely going to act no matter what, so her powers
could easily be one more option at her disposal on her way to resolving the core conflict problem of the novel.
A long-time fantasy reader, Janice Hardy always wondered about the darker side of healing. Do you want to
utilize headers that tell the reader where the montage begins and ends or do you want to imply it using a
sequence of short scenes with short scene description? The whole of the question is up above, anyway, I just
want to give my recent example. As you can see, there are a few options to consider as you write and format
your montage scenes within your script. It was a nice scene, and I enjoyed writing it. Edward and Vivian are in
the penthouse living room as Vivian tries on the many dresses she bought during her shopping spree. Are there
personal conflicts you could explore if you combined them with her training? Critique Prohibition: All
requests for feedback, critique partners, beta readers, or any associated elements of work critique must be put
in the Weekly Critique and Self-Promotion Thread. This example would be perfect for those writing the
inevitable montage sequences found in sports movies. Abusive, Threatening, or Harassing Comments: Please
report any rule-breaking posts, as well as abusive comments or harassment. And the life of a student is a
normality that my other main character craves to the point where he nearly abandons his overarching goal in
order to pursue it. This includes, but is not limited to, posts asking questions about writing software or
hardware and posts asking research questions for your book. Please message the mods to verify yourself
before posting.


